
MonoPhix HD - Manual

Note: This manual is written for MonoPhix HD 1.2, any other versions might be different from what’s 
described in this file.

Introduction
MonoPhix HD 1.2 is an app which enables you to easily convert your pictures to high 
contrast monochrome with a few adjustable settings. In this manual the basic controls of 
MonoPhix HD are discussed.

Getting Started
When you launch the app you will be welcomed by this opening screen:



This screen shows a few controls like the social banner in the bottom, this social banner 
contains a link to the iTunes page of MonoPhix for iPhone, to our facebook page where 
you can share your creations with us and other MonoPhix users and a link to our twitter 
profile to stay up to date on the newest MonoPhix news.

The button in the upper right corner brings up the settings panel, this will be explained 
later. The most important button here is the one to open an image. To open an image, just 
tap the “open” button in the upper left corner. This will pop-up a window with your picture 
libraries from which you can choose a picture to edit in MonoPhix. After tapping the 
desired image it will be taped to the MonoPhix editing table.

Basic controls and contrast

The basic MonoPhix filter is automatically applied, but the image looks quite dull so you 
can enhance the light and dark shades with the 2 sliders in the bottom. The upper slider 
will make the light parts of the picture lighter and the lower slider will make the dark parts 
darker. Slide them both to the right to get a more contrasted black and white picture.
Like the one in the screenshot. 



You can also set a color filter. Color filters will make some colors in the original picture 
stand out more. Just play around with them to see which one gives the best result.

Tonal controls

Apart from the default controls, you also have a tab called “Tonal controls”. This tab allows 
you to control each color channel (red, green and blue) separately for each type of tone. 
Allowing control over both dark and light shades and color channels. These settings will 
override the default controls. 



Processing
This screenshot shows the controls which pop up after tapping the “Processing” button.

Exposure: This slider blows out the exposure by multiplying the light in the picture by a 
certain factor. (That’s what eg. “x2” means, multiplied by 2)

Monochrome Alpha: Underneath your monochrome image on the editing table is a copy 
of your original image. With this slider you can make your monochrome image more 
transparent to show the original image. The effect will be a vintage looking washed off 
picture. 0% is completely transparent or coloured and 100% is completely monochrome.

Noise/Grain Generation: This slider generates noise particles on your picture at a 
random location. (Beware: each time you change a setting the seed will be renewed and 
your noise will be redistributed) The more you pull this slider to the right, the more noisy 
your image will become. Best setting for this slider is 100% as this will give a unique effect.

Quantization: This slider devides the amount of colors in the image by its value. Simply 
put, it reduces the amount of colors in your image to create a cartoon-like effect. You start 
out with 255 colors in your monochrome and the value to the right displays how many 
colors are left. eg. 255/5 = 51 colors.

Inverse Colors: This switch will simply create a negative from your picture and inverse all 
colors.



Vignetting
You can also adjustable vignetting to your image, vignetting is discoloration at the edges. 
Just tap the “vignetting “ button and the vignetting controls will pop up.

To enable vignetting, just tap the switch to “I”, you will already notice slight discoloration at 
the edges. Slide the slider to the right to increase the intensity of the vignetting.

Colouring
You can recolor the light parts of your picture with the bar in the bottom. By default it will 
be set to “B&W” (“Black & White”), but you can also recolor it in Sepia and Vintage and 
even choose your own color with the “More...” button.

There will be a slider for each of the 3 main color values, Red, Green and Blue. You can 
then mix your own color from these 3 colors.



Reset
With the Reset button you can reset your picture to how it was when you first opened it.



Settings
In the settings pop-up you can choose the resolution of your preview (either Retina or Low 
Resolution). It is recommended that you use the Retina option only on Retina devices and 
the low resolution option on the original iPad and the iPad 2. 

You can also remove the ornaments from your picture preview.

Saving
To save your changes, just tap the “Save” button in the upper left corner.



Sharing to Phix Cloud
MonoPhix HD 1.2 also has built-in support for our Phix Cloud photo and filter sharing 
service. You can upload your pictures along with a description. After uploading you get a 
shortlink to share with your friends. But that's not all, you can also choose to display a 
recipe of all changes you made along with your images to show to your friends how to 
style their pictures in the same way.

To upload an image simply tap share in the top menu.

Enter a description in the comment textbox and choose whether you want to share a 
recipe of your adjustments and filters or not. When you do this, you show other people 
how to get to the same result as you did. 

When your finished tap the green “share” button.

Your screen will look like the following screenshot. For the most reliable upload, just wait 
until the uploading is completed and do not close the pop-up. It will only take a few 
seconds to half a minute on slower connections.





The app will return a shortlink and a couple of options. You can view your image on Phix 
Cloud, copy the shortlink to your clipboard to share it on twitter, facebook, tumblr, ... or you 
can prepare the app to upload a new picture. 

For more questions are remarks you can always send us a mail at:
customerservice@phixsoft.com
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